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.NET Web Services Solutions offers just what its title states:  practical solutions to the real challenges you face as you use .NET to create  applications that communicate with web services and—more to the point—to build  and deploy web services of your own. By the time you’re done, you’ll understand  how the web services platform works, because chapter by chapter you get the  hands-on instruction, detailed examples, and inside advice you need to make your  project succeed.

For example, you’ll learn to connect to a database using ADO.NET operations,  carry out the exchange of binary files, and extend the reach of your web service  so that it touches e-mail, fax machines, mobile devices, and remote PCs. You’ll  master techniques for making your web service available to other programs—but  you’ll also discover ways to control its availability through authentication and  encryption.

Kris Jamsa’s expert coverage goes above and beyond by providing advanced  optimization tips, including instructions for implementing asynchronous  operations. He also shows you a neat trick for calling a web service from within  an HTML page using JavaScript. Want an even neater trick? Check out the section  on making money with your web service, where you’ll find a billing model that  will work for you. The final chapter brings it all together, walking you through  a cohesive, highly functional example of an employment web service.
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.NET Internationalization: The Developer's Guide to Building Global Windows and Web Applications (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
As business becomes more and more global, software developers increasingly need to make applications multi-lingual and culturally aware. The .NET Framework may well have the most comprehensive support for internationalization and globalization of any development platform to date, and .NET Internationalization teaches...
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Apache Solr: A Practical Approach to Enterprise SearchApress, 2015

	Build an enterprise search engine using Apache Solr: index and search documents; ingest data from varied sources; apply various text processing techniques; utilize different search capabilities; and customize Solr to retrieve the desired results. Apache Solr: A Practical Approach to Enterprise Search explains each essential...
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Contemporary Mathematics for Business and ConsumersSouth-Western College, 2011

	Now you can help even your most uncertain students overcome math anxiety and confidently master key mathematical concepts and their business applications with Brechner's CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS AND CONSUMERS, 6E. This unique modular approach invites students into a successful, interactive learning experience with numerous...
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21 Leaders for The 21st CenturyMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	With a client list that includes Motorola, Daewoo, AT&T, and Volvo, Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner are considered today’s most knowledgeable, innovative management consultants. In 21 Leaders for the 21st Century, they tap into the wisdom of high-performing leaders from around the globe—from Michael Dell to...
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The Data Journalism HandbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
		When you combine the sheer scale and range of digital information now available with a journalist’s "nose for news" and her ability to tell a compelling story, a new world of possibility opens up. With The Data Journalism Handbook, you’ll explore the potential, limits, and applied uses of this new and...
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Instant Netcat StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a featured networking utility, Netcat uses TCP/IP protocols to read and write data across network connections. Netcat is a feature rich backend network debugging and exploration tool with the ability to create almost any type of connection you would need.


	"Instant Netcat Starter Guide" is a practical, hands-on guide...
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